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Wynner is excited about becoming a mother for the second time. With Prize taking up all her time and love, she has

no time for negativity. That is until Olay pops back into her marriage, but with a threat that could tear her family

apart. Knowing that Olay's mouth has ability to tear apart the McKnight empire, Wynner is left with only one

choice; death. Is Wynner tough enough to roll her sleeves up and handle the situation? Or will she flake and depend

on her brothers to handle her problems once again? With Olay popping back up into her life, it causes her to feel a

certain way about her husband. Will this cause the couple to go backwards? Or is their marriage strong enough to get

through this?

Jah is left with the news that he could have a daughter by the woman who put him in the wheelchair. Determined to

ignore the situation, he continues to keep Tweeti in the dark to avoid her stressing his baby out. What happens when

a situation forces him to stop ignoring Zuri? Will this secret put a strain on his and Tweeti's relationship? Or are they

solid enough to go through anything? When it's all said and done, will Jah be a father to two? During Rehab, Jah

meets a new friend Sky. At first it starts off friendly, then the lines get blurry. Does Jah jeopardize everything he and

Tweeti has?

Lira decides to throw out the secret she's been keeping for years and didn't expect to nearly be killed. When Uzi finds

out that his precious Paris may not be his, he loses his mind. Determined to find out the truth, he gets his daughter

tested. Do the results prove what Lira has been hiding this entire time, or is Paris truly a McKnight? If that's not

enough, he has to deal with Remi running the streets, coming in early in the morning and trying to be the Bonnie to

his Clyde. Trying to get her to understand that the streets isn't something to play with, it falls on deaf ears. When

Remi gets herself wrapped into something that could potentially kill both her and Tweeti, will Uzi run to save her? Or

is he behind the whole thing?
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In the finale, the gang is back to answer some questions that were left unresolved. Will everyone get their happy

ending, or will only one woman be in love with the king of Harlem?
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